
 
Sent: Sunday, November 22, 2015 2:02 PM 
To: EBSA, E-ORI - EBSA 
Subject: Support for auto savings retirement plans 
 
Dear Sirs and occasional Ma'ams, 
Yes, I do support the plan to help states run retirement savings plans.  I don't think it goes far 
enough as the reason the withdrawals are not specified is that the individuals will lose whenever 
the stock market tanks.  State protections would be better than what we have now for most of us, 
but in the end, half the population doesn't have enough money to contribute adequately. 
My                      is in an elder housing situation and has been there for about a decade; she's 
78.  She hasn't been able to work for almost 40 years both because of ill health at various times 
and the fact that her mom, an intermittent schizophrenic, moved in on her both when she was 
living and working in the southwest and later after she moved to Rhode Island.  She took care of 
her mother for many years, keeping her away from the edge most of the time.  Eventually her 
mom died of breast cancer.  But by that time, my                      had only worked for                    
and taught piano to local kids for decades.  She no longer had marketable skills (she had been a 
teacher) nor did she have the health to do anything more demanding.   
Now she's in a wheel chair and can only sort-of take care of herself.  She does have helpers who 
come in to make an occasional meal, do some shopping, or a bit of cleaning, which all keeps her 
in the place where she has friends.  But it's getting close to when she should be in assisted 
living.  There's almost no such thing unless you have a $4-6,000 fountain which won't stop.  But 
she's still smart and popular and, within the building, quite social.  She used to be the one who 
took other people to doctor visits.  A nursing home is inappropriate, but she's broke and we make 
do from month to month because we still work part time to supplement social security.  We have 
$10,000 in savings, not because we were profligate, but because raising kids and helping them 
get started cost most of our money.  When we and they were young, it cost more than we could 
make so we accumulated some debt.  We largely paid it off when the roof had to be repaired 
immediately or no insurance.  Now we're back in debt.  So how do we collect $60,000 apiece per 
year when I've never earned more than $35,000 and my husband did earn about $60K.  Today 
he's driving a bus for 12 hours and he shouldn't; he just recovered from the flu but he's 73 and 
shouldn't be doing something so physically demanding (everybody's luggage).  We also teach 
two days a week, but it's a non-profit, so we make about $200 each per week before taxes.  As 
long as we can work, we'll be fine, but we have no backup for when we can't.  We've tried 
periodically in the past, but a big cost would come along.  We've never owned a new vehicle -- 
my            is 22 years old; his             truck (small) is 13 years old.  Our son and daughter-in-law 
work long hours and are just making it, she as a                        and he owns his own very small 
business.  Our daughter and her husband are doing better, but they have        small kids and have 
just moved to a new community.  We're middle class but clearly can't prepare for 
retirement.  What about the millions and millions of others, people like our adult students trying 
to earn a HiSET (GED) while working and taking care of their families?  You can require us to 
pay 3% toward our own retirement, but someone who earns $40K who put aside $1,200 for 40 
years would have saved $48K plus interest, say $60K -- enough in TODAY's prices to stay in 
assisted living for one year -- likely much less then.  So this is entirely inadequate. 
But it's better than nothing. 
Yours truly, 
E. Alison Long 


